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*All Cultural Cafe events are held on Fridays
from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Mitchell Hall.
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Severe Weather Awareness Week, April 14-15
Josh Wurster
Contributing writer

Minnesota begins its “Severe Weather
Awareness Week” this week to raise awareness about severe weather safety.
Throughout the week there will be
events across the state highlighting severe
weather such as lightning, straight-line
heat.
topic will be covered. Each topic presented
includes eye-opening facts and statistics,

with tornadoes.
Wrapping up “Severe Weather Week” is

-

strikes.
Tuesday’s events will focus on Severe
Weather Warnings. The National Weather
Service issues severe weather warnings
to the public with any threat of a severe
weather event.
Personal weather alerts are a way to stay
ing. The National Weather Service and

“turn around, don’t drown” resurfaces to
water.

-

-

severe weather awareness week - tornadoes.

safety.

Minnesota will conduct two tornado drills

severe weather events highlighted during

To begin the week, events on Monday
these events is very costly. Each year hail

ing, which is why Wednesday events will on

Thursday include building and taking
proper shelter, and other tornado safety

SCSU offers summer creative writing course
Jack Lofgren
StAFF writer

Writing Workshop in Poetry and Fiction”

of poetry and two short story collections.
The workshop is designed for a general

“
”

graduate level course. The workshop will

Anne Johnson

authors, has written two award-winning
books of poetry. She will be talking to

This will be her third year speaking to the
workshop.
lish professor) knows technique so well, and
students get to practice those very technical
aspects of writing as well as the philosophical aspects of writing. They get a really
well rounded picture of why they want to
write, how they want to write, and how

to writing.

discuss with students the process of writing

this workshop.
The workshop boasts four professional
writers who will talk to students, provide
question and answer sessions, and conduct

every year at the workshop, has written

in creative writing, according to professor
Meissner.
thors, not only for creative inspiration, but

Senior, English

a great opportunity for people regardless

-

Anne Johnson, who will be attending the
workshop this year.

of poetry.

sor of English and creative writing and
facilitator of the event, said. “(The authors
are) very personable people, too. They

-

Professor Meissner, who has been facili-

encouraged to sign up for the course
process in writing, and toward publishing
interested in creative writing.”

awards, will discuss the visualization and
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Onion brings satire to SCSU
Michael Runyon
New Media editor

Two creative writers for the satirist publication, The Onion, came
to campus to share stories, ideas and
their unique brand of comedy with
SCSU students.
The guests were Joe Garden, a
feature editor, and Lang Fisher, a
writer for the Onion News Network
(ONN). Garden has worked for the
Onion since 1993 and Lang began
work as a casting director in 2008.
“The programming board asked
us to do it and I thought it sounded
swell. I really do like coming around
to schools and talking to people,”
Garden said.
“Lang works on a TV show but
she’s on the writing side of it and I
work at a newspaper so I can’t really
hear what people feel about it.”
“When people contact the onion
it’s almost invariably to complain.
People never think to write ‘I
enjoyed this.’ they always think to
write ‘I am very angry with you.’ So
it’s always fun for us to meet people
and see them react,” he said.
The event was sponsored by the
UPB’s national events committee.
The national events committee’s
focus is to bring speakers in from
around the country.
Victor Bertrand, coordinator for
the national events committee and
student at SCSU, said “In order to

across The Onion. We thought that
it would be a good idea to have
something different from what we
normally do; something less serious.
National events can be very serious
and we thought this would be a little
less so.”
The ONN has just rounded out
Channel (IFC) and is slotted for a
second season.
Fisher stated the ONN as “a lot
of work.”
“We really have a lot of respect
for what we do and we have a lot of
pride for our brand,” Fisher said.
“So trying to make our new
show, we really wanted it to look like
it could be a show on ONN. That
meant writing tons of stories and
jokes.”
The Onion began in Wisconsin
as a satirist newspaper and has since
grown to include videos, a movie
are currently in New York.
Garden said that the culture
of the onion has changed since he
began working there, stating “It

took me a while to realize that what
I was doing was a job that required
time, work and talent. It took a long
time for me to admit to myself that
what I was doing was work and it
required time and a modicum of
talent.”
The event was funded by the
national event committee’s budget,
which is paid for by student fees.
Many of the Onion’s staff
members are former writers and
anchors. The writers use APStyle
in their work and the ONN staff
watch major news networks in order
to better emulate their style.
Garden said that although
the Onion now takes itself more
seriously, he still has a casual work
environment.
“There is a dog running around
and jeans and if I wanted to I could
wear less. I’m allowed to run a store
environment where we’re all trying
to do make the best jokes we can.
I’m proud of what we do and being
a part of something that has lasted
as long as it has” said Garden.

“W

Forum

Continued from Page 1
Joshua Johnson, vice president of St.
Cloud’s student SPJ chapter said, “The
forum is a great opportunity for mass communications students, as well as the general
public to talk to veteran investigative journalists, people who have been excelling in

e really have a lot of respect for what we do.”

Lang Fisher
Writer for ONN

JUN-KAI TeOh/MANAGING eDITOR

Joe Garden, a feature editor for The Onion, speaks to students in
Ritsche Auditorium.

2011’s forum will honor longtime staple
of Minnesota journalism John Bodette,
executive editor of the St. Cloud Times.
Vice president Johnson added, “Bodette
honored for his many years of hard work

nalism.”
In addition to accepting 2011’s award,
Bodette will speak on the current state of
investigative journalism during the morning session of the forum.
Other panel members slated to speak
during the morning session include Maura

Lerner, Star Tribune; Joe Rigert, Star Tribune; Bob Cowan, WCCO and Lee Rood,
Des Moines Register.
The afternoon session will include
panelists Reg Chapman, WCCO; Jeff
Kumer, Des Moines Register; Dave Unce,
St. Cloud Times and 2011’s award winner

“B

John Bodette.
The 2011 First Amendment Forum will
take place on Friday, April 15 in the Atwood Little Theater. The forum will again
be presented in two sessions—9 a.m. to 11
a.m. and 1:15 p.m. to 3

.”

Joshua Johnson
Vice President of SCSU’s SPJ chapter

Business & Technology
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Business

Pete’s Place
Page

Above: Angela Fischer and Louis Biondo eat their
breakfast on a busy Saturday morning at Pete’s
Place. Fischer said she likes the quaint and unique
feel of the small restaurant.
Left: Owner Peter Holt cooks hash browns right before customers on his griddle. Holt said he enjoys
being able to converse with customers as he cooks.

“
Peter Holt
Owner/head-chef, Pete’s Place

Technology

Web building made easy for students
Wordpress’ intuitive
interface makes web
design easy for all
Jun-Kai Teoh
Managing Editor

Themes

Wordpress can be customized to have different “user-levels” for websites that
are community based, and the “user-levels” can easily be customized to have
different capabilities.

Content Management System
Plugins

Last notes

Bulletin
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Extinguishing smoking rights
Jack Lofgren
Columnist

It was only three years
ago when the idea of a
smoking ban on campus
came up.
It was put to a vote and
shot down by the student
body.
Now we are faced with
another smoking ban.
The difference between
then and now?
We don’t have a choice
this time. Potter’s Administration included a “referendum” to this week’s election
to either “approve” or “oppose” the smoking ban.
What will happen if a
majority opposes the smoking ban?
Absolutely nothing.
The Administration said
it won’t matter which way
the students vote, according
to SCSU’s own press release:
“Regardless of student
feedback, the (smoking) Task
Force’s proposal will stay the
same.”
The “referendum” only
exists to give students the
illusion of democracy.
They will make decisions
over our heads even though
the students outnumber
faculty 30:1, even though we
pay thousands and go into
debt for our education.
And why is it that Potter
and SCSU’s bureaucracy
wants a smoking ban so
badly as to disregard the will
of the student body, many of
whom smoke?
Money. SCSU will receive a grant from MNSCU
if our campus becomes
smoke-free.
So Potter and the
Administration care more
about making money for the
university than the quality of
life for students.
How does a smoking ban
affect the quality of life of
students?
Everyone who wishes to
smoke must leave campus,
even those who live in housing on campus.
Smoking even on the
streets that run through campus won’t be allowed.
How will it be enforced?
They will use Public
Safety to distribute smoking
So President Potter, who
makes nearly $300,000 a
year, wishes poor, stressed
students who go into debt
simply to get an education,
anywhere on SCSU’s 100acre campus.
It seems like Potter and
the bureaucracy are more
interested in generating revenue for the university than

the individual student.
I’d be interested to know
why Potter insists on layoffs
money, while taking such
a fat paycheck home every
month.
So Potter and the Administration are making a
decision over the students’
heads in order to make more
money, under the guise of a
“referendum.”
“We’re over the age of
18, the land is public. If I
got a smoking ticket I’d think
it’s stupid and wouldn’t pay
it. But at the same time it’s
one of those things they can
just charge to your tuition,”
Nadine Swartz said to me.
“I’ve paid them so much
money to go here, and now
they’re taking away my right
to have a cigarette between
classes.”
The ban won’t just apply
to cigarettes, but all forms
of tobacco as well, including
smokeless.
Dale Rystad, student
body presidential candidate
made the comment, “Much
like a business, if they choose
not to have smoking or tobacco use, it is your right not
to use that facility.”
But isn’t this University a
public university?
SCSU is not a business.
It is funded publicly by
the state.
By Rystad’s logic, the
Administration of SCSU can
do anything it wants, and if
someone doesn’t like it they
can “not use that facility”
even though it’s their own
tax dollars paying for it!
Rystad also said, “Technically this campus owns the
property, they can make the
policy.”
But again, isn’t the University publicly-funded and
its land public property?
Rystad also claims only
8% of SCSU students
smoke.
I implore anyone to visit
the Atwood mall area on a
sunny Monday afternoon to
understand that this “statistic” is highly inaccurate.
Rystad is clearly out of
touch with most students.
Dale Rystad will run
against Sam Ivey, who opposes a smoking ban, for
student body president in the
elections held this week.
People like Rystad claim
they are promoting public
health, but is a smoking ban
going to cause people to quit
smoking? No.
These people just use
“public health” as a forum
for their intolerance of other
people.

The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Take this one to court
Megan Junkermeier
opinions editor

After White Castle
opened in St. Cloud, which
was the highlight of burgerlovers’ weeks, I ventured
there with Emilie Thiessen,
the News Editor, and talked
to the managers.
One comment stuck with
me. The store manager in St.
Cloud said he hoped to be
part of opening more than
one White Castle in town if
this one is successful.
Instantly, I realized how
accepted it was to wait for a
burger and fries in a line of
people that wrapped around
the building.
Just the other day, I had
to drive around to three
different parks with a friend
before we found a basketball
court that was opened.
There are multiple Burger
Kings, McDonalds, a White
Castle, two Taco Johns locations and plenty of other fast
food joints to choose from.
But, my friend and I
court for 25 minutes.
Fast food is delicious
sometimes, and is nice for a
break from the regular, bor-

ing, healthy diet.
But, shouldn’t there be
some concern about the lack
of outdoor sporting spaces instead of the implementation
of more fast food or burger
joints?
The healthier choice
is obvious - but that is not
the only point. The point
is - even if they were both
healthy - people are not being
given the choice.
Cities are decorated with
fast food joints and restaurants to the point where those
who want to play sports are
hunting down tennis or basketball courts, passing ten or
more restaurants in between
courts.
I hope someday soon
authorities of parks and
recreation speak out about
making more basketball
hoops, another outdoor track,
or more tennis courts.
It would be nice to hear
someone say they are excited
to have three more courts instead of three White Castles.
Until then, prepare
extra minutes for hunting
for a sporting spot and when
ordering equipment ask for a
side of tennis balls - they last
longer than fries anyway.

Quote of the Day:

“I

f you’ve got a talent, protect it.”
Jim Carrey
American actor

Saving the
SCSU
students’
pride
Jason Tham
Columnist

College Survival Guide:
Chapter 9: Health & Wellness
Michael Runyon
new media editor

Let’s face it, we’re
broke. Going to college is
a great lesson in humility
and a great threat to your
health.
It’s tough to stay
healthy with the factors
of not having any money
or time are looming over
you like a great specter of
doom, so let’s talk about
keeping yourself healthy
on a budget.
First and foremost to
your health is what you’re
putting into your body.
While it’s fast to eat
out, it’s also either very
unhealthy for you or very
unhealthy for your wallet.
The best way to make
sure that you can eat
healthy is to buy groceries.
When you buy groceries, make sure to buy the
appropriate amount and
not get salty or sugary
snack foods.
The salt and sugar
may taste good but it’s
not going to nourish you
and it’s generally more
expensive.
It’s best to stick with
produce and grains.
The easier the food
is to combine with what
you have, the better.
Think about these
foods as a foundation on
which to build a meal.

What I’m talking about
is your rices, your breads
and your veggies.
A 10 pound bag of
rice is only about 25
dollars and can last more
than a semester.
Bread can make such
a variety of sandwiches
and toast it’s ridiculous
and cheap.
Peppers and broccoli
can go with rice, bread,
meats, salads or can be
eaten on their own.
Bringing food with
you to school or work can
help you stop eating out
as well.
There’s nothing
wrong with packing a
lunch. It’s faster, cheaper
and healthier than stopping by a greasy burger
joint or taco shack.
Now that we have the
it’s time to talk about the
second which is exercise.
With our SCSU student status, we have free
and, more importantly,
the pool.
Swimming is the best
exercise for your body
and the least harmful on
your joints.
Swimming for a half
an hour a couple times a
week helps your muscles,
your heart and your lungs
in ways running or lifting
weights can’t touch.
We also have access to

price.
I would advise against
getting a membership at
calisthenics are a much
better way to work out
than strapping yourself
into a machine and working out that way.
If you absolutely must
lift weights in the winter,
do push ups and sit-ups.
If you need to run,
If you want a full
workout, use the pool.
It’s free, it’s something
you can do in the comfort
of your home or dorm
and it’s easy on your
body.
Summer is the easiest
time to exercise.
It’s as simple as going
out for a walk or going to
the quarries or going for
a bike ride.
It’s a great way to see
some sun, treat your body
right and, more importantly, it’s free.
Next time you’re
thinking about paying for
a gym membership or
buying a greasy burger,
think about if you could
do it for free.
There are nearly endless ways to stay healthy
for free.
Don’t waste your
money and time on buying health.

Toys, they are a changin’
Briana Sutherland
Columnist

I was riding in the car with my husband
last week, and we were listening to the radio.
We tend not to listen to much radio, due to
the repetitive nature of the commercials and
instead opt for an iPod. But for whatever
reason, the radio was on.
As we were cruising down the highway the
deejay said, “And now a classic blast from the
past!” and on came a song that debuted when
I’m only 22!
Ouch. Are we really getting old?
Think back to the days it was cool to go
to the local video store and rent a VHS tape.
Go home, pop it into your VCR, fast forward
through the previews to get to the movie.
rewinder so you could watch another video.
“Please Be Kind, Rewind” stickers were plastered onto every tape. You better rewind, or
else the video store charged you an extra fee!
How about pogs?
Did you play “for keeps” or not? How
chips with a plastic chip, I know I did! What
a simple toy, yet they seemed to have disappeared just as fast as they came.
I was a Barbie fanatic as a child. Looking at Barbie now, I wonder just how much
her plastic surgery bill would’ve been to have
changed so much. Gone are the days of
Barbie permanently standing on her tip-toes,
arms always bent at the elbows and only
having the ability to bend backwards and forward. Now Barbie would be the perfect Pilates
or yoga instructor.
Tamagotchi, Gigapets, and Nano Babies
were the coolest electronic toy a kid could
have. If mom and dad didn’t want us to have
a real pet, they got us one on a keychain!
“Hang on, just a second! I have to feed
my pet frog!” and two clicks later our frog or
other creature would be fed. No fur in the
house, no food to buy, and nothing to clean
up after.
They were like the cell phones of our
elementary days, forbidden in school yet everyone had one, used it, and hoped not to get
busted by the teacher.
Inevitably we would get caught, as a third
grader, we aren’t that sneaky, and we’d listen
to it die in the “June Box” during class.

Once June rolled around at the end of the
school year, it didn’t matter anymore, my pet
already died. I hated the “June Box.”
Who didn’t love Beanie Babies? It was the
best if you could get your hands on one that
had the same birthday as you did, because
simple things mattered to us back then. I had
to special order the one sharing my birthday, a
black panther. If I had all the money I spend
on Beanie Babies now, I could probably afford
a cheap car!
My sister had a Furby, I never did. But
what I did do is teach is naughty words it
would always say at the most inappropriate
times.
I have no idea how long a friend and I
would sit there and say swear words to it until
it would catch on. We were pretty proud of
ourselves.
Who could’ve foreseen that putting a plastic ball and chain to your ankle could provide
hours of entertainment?
The Skip-It wasn’t for klutzes, yet if a
friend had it you had to try it again and again
no matter if you fell on your face, or bruised
up your ankles.
I don’t know how Lawn Darts got past
the watchful eyes of parent groups or safety
the great outdoors and risk of impalement by
an inexperienced player.
Speaking of dangerous toys, remember
the Slip n’ Slide?
down the plastic across jagged rocks, down a
hill or on cement as a kid and spent the rest of
the summer in a cast-or at least had a really
cool scar.
As the weather gets nicer, and we head
outdoors, I would advise my fellow students
against combining a Slip n’ Slide with alcohol.
None of these toys are typically found
in stores anymore, which is unfortunate. I’ve
seen kids in elementary school texting, when
Our younger siblings, cousins and neighbors
have grown up with so much more technology
than we did, I feel like they missed out on our
great childhood.
I don’t think that we’re an ancient group
of people, but I sure didn’t appreciate that
deejay saying that song was a classic! I’ve got
so much more life ahead of me!

Four more weeks down
the semester and we shall be
enjoying summer break – the
season looked forward to
most by college students –
especially for those who have
not been getting real spring
until last week.
I looked back at the
entire school year, and was
trying to remember some
highlights of the year.
Sad to say, not many
charitable events have
popped up in mind.
With the recent decision
made by the SCSU Administrators about the cancellation
of our annual Homecoming celebrations for good, I
can imagine how even more
deadly the school may turn
to be.
Just look at the number
of students who are really taking advantage of the
activities organized by the
school each year – not many.
It is interesting how
much difference I have gotten between the reality and
the imagination I had before
coming to the United States
about how a student’s life
could be at SCSU.
Those cheesy photos and

school website are matchless
to what is really happening
here on campus.
Well, the only time that
I see students come out for
something was during MainStreet every year.
Other than that, we are
not really doing well in terms
of programming.
You may say Atwood
After Dark often receives
good turnout; I say we can

While we have close to
18,000 students at SCSU, we
don’t even have a full 10%
of these students to participate at any given social or
educational events – which I
know of – on campus.
Let me reassure some organizers of these student activities: many of us are closet
Huskies fans. We are actually
excited to be a part of the
school, yet do not want to be
too expressive about it.
The question is whether
or not the way programs
planned are really reaching
the students.
I have no concrete statistics to support any argument
for now.
Maybe the school can
conduct a massive survey,
to collect students’ honest
feedback about their real
anticipations for campus
activities.
In one way or another,
the Program Coordinators
(across all organizations)
should look into the problem
of lacking students’ interest
in the events held.
I know it is not likely to
achieve what is occasionally
portrayed on the television
and movies, the kind of hype
and school spirit shown; I
have only experienced a
similar level of excitement
at an Iowa university when I
was there for a conference.
Students there were really proud to be who they are
– they dressed school colors,
they roared, they jumped,
they were like Disney characters.
My point is, we can do
the same, it is achievable.
As the academic year
comes to a rest, why not ask
all persons responsible for
next year’s programming
to sit down and brainstorm
over this issue?
Cancelling events because students are no longer
interested in them is not the
best solution to the problem.
We need to give students
the school spirit ecstasy.
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Have an Opinion?
Have you written a letter?
Here’s how to get published.

Opinions

Monday, April 11, 2011

Letter to the Editor
Comic created by Patrick Suggett

Dear Editor,
I was at The Onion presentation on Wednesday 6th,
it was a really funny event and
I really enjoyed it and I am
a fan of their papers and the
ONN.
One moment that stood
out for me was when the guy
did the ‘ Bantu,
click, click joke’. I speak
a language with Bantu roots
and I want to make it clear

overkill.
It was cool to see how the
student body reacted to that
joke, there was some nervous
laughter and most of the
people in the audience did not
laugh at it.
I am not trying to initiate
a conversation on what is
appropriate and what is not,
rather I just wanted to say kudos to SCSU students for the
way they handled that joke.
Arnold Changamire
SCSU Student

offensive it just seemed like

Worth 100 Words
After a long, Minnesota wait of wintry, windy
weather, the blizzards have passed, and the spring breeze
has arrived, bringing familiar chirps of birds and clear
sidewalks.
Now is the time to stretch those legs, begin bike
rides to work and school, or take a walk with your friends.
Beautiful weather is a true treat and fresh air cannot be exchanged for anything else.
Take your book outside, and read in the sun. Play
tennis at the park. Take advantage of the warmth that was
so long forgotten Dec. through Feb.
After all, Minnesotans can appreciate spring and
summer best.
Megan Junkermeier, Opinions Editor

M AIL
Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

We welcome your responses to topics of current debate or interest. Submissions must include the writer’s full name, telephone number and signature, along with either the home address or major and year.

E-M AIL
opinions@universitychronicle.net

We typically don’t publish product or performance endorsements, libelous
statements or submissions containing factual errors.

WEB
http://www.universitychronicle.net

Questions/comments? Call (320) 308 - 4086
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Red Bull showcases
drumming talents
Jason Tham
Staff writer

JUN-KAI TEoH / STAFF PHoToGRAPHER

Walter Boyd (pictured), Marcus Kulus and Nelson Mitchell of the Kekambas
were te winners of the event.

REVIEWS

SCSU student Nick
Simmons, in collaboration
with Red Bull energy drink,
opened stage for students to
showcase their drumming
talents at the “Red Bull
TUM TUM PA;” a worldwide university freestyle
drumming competition, held
Friday on campus.
Five teams made up of
three to four students per
group competed at Ruth
Gant Recital Hall in the
Performing Arts Center for
a chance to participate in
the Red Bull “TUM TUM
PA” World Finals in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil.
“It was a very pleasant
experience. I thought all
the acts brought something
unique to the stage and the
audience seems to enjoy it,”
James Tollefson, music director at KVSC, said.
The participating teams
were required to perform
two acts – a cover and an
original composition.
All of the acts must be
performed using non-ordi-

nary instruments, such as
pencils, pens, rulers, staplers,
etc.
“Free-form drumming is
of the usual that is a lot
more interesting than having
like a karaoke competition
on campus... there is a lot
more originality,” Tollefson
said.
The acts were judged
mainly based on creativity
and rhythm.
The panel of judges was
made up of Emilie Thiessen,
James Tollefson, Dana Johnson and Randy Hanson.
“I enjoyed it from the
judges’ perspective, and I
hope they will do an event
like this again in the future
because it is nice to have
something different,” Tollefson said.
The “KEKAMBAS”
competition. The group
consisted of Marcus Kulus,
Walter Boyd and Nelson
Mitchell.
“I was super stirred up
the second I heard about the
event because this is what I
do. I am a music major; I tap

all day,” Kulus said.
“I kind of had a beat
right away, then I brought it
to them [Boyd and Mitchell]
and they were super down
with it right away,” Kulus
said.
“All three of us are music
majors, actually. So we just
decided to take what we do
and just have fun with it,”
Mitchell said.
The “KEKAMBAS” said
they practiced for two weeks
for the cover song and only
one rehearsal for the original
song, which named them the
champion of the night.
“Instrumentation is
probably one of the biggest
things, look at what instruments we had,” Boyd said.
Boyd also said that coordination between members
of the team was important,
and that working together
was the biggest inspiration
for the team.
“We’re going to continue
doing this,” Mitchell said.
The competition ended
with free Red Bull energy
drinks available outside the
recital hall to everyone in the
audience.

.movie.game.album.book.

‘Sucker Punch’ replaces
story line with action shots
Matthew Luczak
movie review

“Sucker Punch” is
writer/director Zach Snystylized, slow motion action
sequences, and comic
book-like feel are brought

PHoTo CoURTESy oF PoKEMoNEWS.CoM

The latest Pokémon game has a bit of new to balance the classic elements of
Pokémon.

Black and White will
please most Pokémon fans
Hannah Swift
game review

In the late 90s, Pokémon
exploded onto the scene. If
you were a kid in the 90s,
you may remember trading
Pokémon cards on the bus,
begging your parents for the
Red and Blue versions of
the game, and watching the
TV show religiously every
day after school.
The newest editions to
the “Pokémon” game series,
Black and White, were
released on March 6, 2011,
for the Nintendo DS.
According to sales numbers released by Nintendo,
1.08 million game units
were sold in the U.S. on the
ing the franchise’s previous
release day sales records.
“Pokémon” Black and
White take place in a new
region called Unova, featuring 150 new pokémon to
catch and level up.
The game-play has not
changed much since the
old Red and Blue versions – which is perhaps the
worst and best part of the
games. Turn-based battles
still account for most of the
playtime.
If you walk into tall
grass, you get attacked by
wild pokémon; if you walk
in front of someone, you
probably will be challenged
by another trainer; if you
want to beat the game,
you have to battle and win
against all eight of the

tough gym leaders.
It is great to feel nostalgic as you play, but it
can leave you wishing the
game developers did more
to make the game-play feel
unique.
Just like in previous versions, you start out in your
hometown, with your mom
wishing you luck as you
set off to explore a world
where pokémon and people
work together to make
Unova a better place.
There are three new
starter pokémon to choose
from: Snivy, a smug-looking
grass type, Tepig, a pig
hawott, a cute otter water
type.
Like every Pokémon
game, the starter pokémon
you choose can affect how
ers will be. However, there’s
a new twist with Black and
will be the type your starter
is weakest against.
So if you choose Snivy,
pokémon.
Another interesting addition to Black and White
is pokémon battles that can
have up to three pokémon
same time. This new form
way to develop new battle
strategies.
The main differences
between Black and White
are the legendary poké-

mon, which are featured on
the covers of the games, a
handful of pokémon which
are are exclusive to each
version, and an area that
becomes the Black City in
the Black version and the
White Forest in the White
version.
The graphics are nothing to write home about
compared to other video
games, but in the world of
Pokémon, Black and White
breaks the mold.
Developers tried some
fancy new tricks with
camera angles; sometimes
working to great effect, and
other times leaving me wondering where my character
went.
The sprites, or images
of the pokémon when they
are battling, look much
better than in previous versions. Each pokémon moves
around during battles,
making battling a little less
monotonous.
overall the new story,
graphics, music, and
pokémon are consistent
with what people would
expect from the franchise.
Small improvements have
been made with each new
version of “Pokémon” that
hits shelves, and Black and
White are no different.
The basics of the games
have remained the same
over the years, but Black
and White offer some great
new additions that Pokémon fans, new and old
alike, will enjoy.

not based on a different
medium.
“Sucker Punch” is
a story about a young
woman named Baby Doll,
an orphan who, after accidentally killing her sister, is
sent to a mental-treatment
center.
This is no normal
mental-treatment center
however; it also doubles as
a strip joint, like all good
mental-treatment centers
do.
The place is run by an
evil man, who makes all
the inmates dance for high
city.
After Baby Doll joins
the rag-tag team of hot,
young females, who
happen to be the only type
of human that populates
this joint, she devises a plan
to escape. To do this,
escape.
To get these items she
dances (yes dances) because
she is so good that she can
put any male into a deep
trance.
She herself then enters
a world where anything is
possible -- a place where
course Nazis are a normal
occurrence. This is the
most confusing element in
the story.
There is no hint at what
the “dream world” is, or
place. It’s just like boom,
now there’s an alternate
reality where Nazi’s are
made of dust.
I am a fan of Snyder’s
lent job he did adapting
“Watchmen,” (go watch
it) but there is no concrete
storyline here, and it makes
it all the more confusing.
“Sucker Punch” seems to
be a life-long fantasy to

PHoTo CoURTESy oF MoVIE-LIST.CoM

All themes of women empowerment are put down
in “Sucker Punch” because it only reinforces the
idea that women have to look like models to kick
ass.

Snyder, and it really only
appeals and makes sense
to him, or at least I hope it
does.
If Snyder only at least
tried to mention what the
dream world is and why
Baby Doll must go there
every time she dances, it

down because it only reinforces the idea that women
have to be scantily clad,
and look like models to kick
ass, which is false.
Action is something
Snyder does well and it is
no exception here. The
battles are big and the styl-

better.
Beside the storyline, the
characters are developed
somewhat, but not really
enough where the audience
really cared whether they
lived or died.
This movie can be seen
as a women empowerment

to be amazed at. Too bad
the action doesn’t bring this

of women kicking male ass,
but it falls short, because
are so hot that it’s more like
ing random mythological
creatures.
All themes of women
empowerment are put

is entertaining, especially
since I am of the male
persuasion.
movie likeable, but it is
more of a let down than
anything else. Snyder, after
making a brilliant adapta-

story, just decides to include
little story and lot of action, which makes the
diocre.
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A Day Without Shoes brings in bare feet

Michael Runyon/ new Media editoR

A barefoot Jarrod Wiggins addresses a crowd at the Atwood Mall.

Michael Runyon/ new Media editoR

Michael Runyon/ new Media editoR

Michael Runyon/ new Media editoR

Members of the SCSU choir dance barefoot during their performance.

Michael Runyon/ new Media editoR
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

AT T E N T I O N

FEMALES AND MALES
Private in 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, Laundry,
Parking Avail. 6/1/11 and
8/1/11 E.P.M 251-6005

UNIVERSITY APTS LARGE
2 Bedrooms Close SCSU,
Heat,Studios,Ones 320251-8284,320-250-8666
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

3 OR 4 BDR 1BLK FROM
Campus 2 Full Baths AC, DW
Heat Paid 10 or 12 Month
Leases Security 493-9549

ONE TWO AND 3 BEDROOM
Close SCSU, Also Studios,
Houses, Call 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com

2BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
CAMPUS DW/AC Heat Incl.
10 or 12 Month. 493-9549

LOOKING FOR
Roommates to Share New 4 BDR
House $275 Call 320-309-4148

4 BDR APT 2 FULL
Baths Heat Incl. DW/AC
Security BLDG 10 or 12
Month Leases 493-9549

5 BEDROOM HOUSES JUNE
1ST Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608

2,3+4 BDR APT VARIOUS
Locations Heat Incl. DW/
AC Security 493-9549
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER/Fall 2011.
4BDRM & 6/7BDRM.
Call 320-237-7570
CLOSE CLOSER CLOSEST
kenthousing.com or 320-252-5500

UVT’S 4 BDR. TOWNHOME
Pool, Dishwasher Free Parking/Heat 252-2633
WWW.SCSU4RENT.COM
PRIVATE ROOMS AVAIL.
In APTS. And House. Heat PD,
PKG, Close To SCSU. Avail.
6/1 And 8/1. E.P.M. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

HOUSES AND APTS. GREAT
SCSU Locations Heat/Parking
Incl. 251-1925 mpmproperties.net

HOUSES HOUSES HOUSES
1-6 Blocks SCSU. Heat/Parking
Incl. Spacious Rooms. Updated
Dan 251-1925 mpmproperties.net

LIKE NEW APARTMENTS
3+4 Bedrooms, Free
Cable+Internet Plasma TV’s 320259-9673 www.ivyapartments.com

BEACHWOOD 1BR AND 2BR
APTS. 4/1,5/1,6/1,7/1 & 8/1
$395-500 S.E. Location Heat/
Parking Incl. Dan 251-1925

1, 2 BR- JUNE 1ST
$485-575. H, W, G, Cable,
Parking. 320-251-7600 x 559

NOW RENTIN FOR JUNE
2011! Nice 7,8, and 9 Bedroom Houses Close to SCSU.
Call Ryan at 320-761-0911
www.huskyhouses.com

5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
3 BLOCKS TO LIBRARY!
2 Bed Apartment! 320-2291919 www.stcloudrental.com
3 OR 4 BDR APT. IN HOUSE
Heat and Parking Incl 493-9549
ROOMS FOR RENT!
SCSU Area 215/Month!
Heat, Water, Sewer, Garbage,
Cable Incl! 320-229-1919
$50 MOVE-IN BONUS. 2-Big
Bedrooms. Neat/Clean. Includes
Utilities. Possible Caretaking.
Off-Street Parking. $298/ Person.
Near Hallenbeck. 320-679-3852
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
Roommate Matching. Free Parking, & Heat. UVT’S 252-2633
2 BED ROOM APT’S
Includes Parking Ranges
From 330.00 to 360.00 June
Openings Call 320-250-1393
HOMES & APARTMENTS
For Rent www.stcloudhomes.
com Click On St.Cloud Area
Home Rentals Or Call 253-6200
4 BEDROOM HOUSE
2 Bath Free Laundry And
Parking No Pets $1200.00
Plus Utilities 320-249-1187

13TH ST APTS: 1 BLK
North of Hockey Center (5th)
3+4 Bed Starting @ $225
Parking, Garages, Laundry &
Onsite Caretaker Remodeled
Units Avail. Josh: 651-2709316 Dan: 651-361-0803
STCLOUDRENTAL.COM
3 AND 4 BEDROOM
APTS. Heat Paid, A/C,
D/W, PKG. Close To
SCSU. 10 And 12 Monthly
Leases. E.P.M 251-6005
exelpropmgmt.com
ONE,TWO,THREE,
Bedrooms, Decks, Houses, Large,
Close SCSU Call 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.com
2 OR 3 BDR ON
Campus10 or 12 Month
Leases Heat Paid 493-9549
UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS.
3 And 4 Bedroom APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
3,4,5, BEDROOM
Apartment 4 Rent Prime Location! Utilities Paid For New Carpet,
New Cabinets, Huge Kitchen, and
Family Rooms! 320-492-123409
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3+4
Bedrooms 320-259-9673
10 Or 12 Month Leases
FREE RENT FOR CARE
Taker See Our Craigs List AD
Posting ID 266 120 4117

SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
Library AC/DW Heat Incl
10 or 12 Month 493-9549
HOUSES STILL AVAILABLE!
Houses! Houses! Houses!
SCSU Area! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
7 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
Rent 2 Blocks from State. $315
Per Room Floors, Windows New
Chris_Chopp@yahoo.com
3+4 BDR APT IN HOUSE
1 BLK From Library D/W
Heat+Parking Incl 10 or 12
Month Lease 493-9549
2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts Close SCSU
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com Call 320-251-8284
AVAIL JUNE/AUG 2011
BDRM&6/7 BDRM Houses
For Rent. Starting At $300
Per/Person. All Util. Included.
Off Street Parking Freee
Landry. Call 320-237-75703
HARD TO FIND! 3 BED
Apartments. 2 Blocks to SCSU!
Call Today! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM
5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbpropertie.com
320-493-2608
4 BED APARTMENTS!
Starting at $215/MO. 2 Blocks
From Library! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
UVT’S FREE PARKING
Large Bedrooms, Pool, Individual
Leases. Microwave, Dishwasher
252-2633 uvtownhomes.com
BEACHWOOD 1BR. APTS.
6/1/11 $400-440 Dan/
Nicole 251-1925
COLLEGE VIEW
Apartments Close to
Hockey Center Now Renting For Fall 320-258-4000
www.granitecityproperties.com
NEW LISTING LARGE
2-BED. APT. Near Hallenbeck Hall Free Off ST. Parking Laundry 265.00 to 289.00
Call Glen 251-0029 If No
Answer Leaave MSG.

5 BDRM AWESOME HOUSE
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
WWW.IVYAPARMENTS.COM
5 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
Rent Free Parking Free Laundry Some Utilities Incl. $300
Per Room 235 8th AVE South
Contact Greg 320-980-4034
2-7 BEDROOM HOUSES
325.00 Plus Utilities 320-259-9673

STATESIDE APTS
Spacious 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
parking. Close, quiet.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
1,2,3 &4 BDRM APTS
Great Locations Heat/
Parking Incl. 251-1925
mpmproperties.com
OUT OF THE DORMS!
4BR, 2 Bath. Heat, water,
trash, cable. 320-654-8300

EMPLOYMENT
HIRING-GOLF COURSE
Groups Crew, Clubhouse
Attendant Seasonal Position
251-9619
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Soccer rivalries bring fans to sport
Ahmed Warraich
staff writer
ries; some have been around
for as long as there have been
disagreements about the greatest players, the greatest teams
or the greatest cities.
While other are based on
disagreements on political issues and economic differences.
There are some rivalries
that are iconic within sports
and have ventured to take a
life of their own. Many people
forget why these rivalries came
to be as some of them have
been around for a very long
time.
There are people that
would think of Vikings vs.
-

Derek Hermann
Contributing writer
Just over three weeks ago,
Butler beat Old Dominion on
a Matt Howard buzzer-beating
layup to win a thrilling game.
The Butler Old Dominion
contest was the second game
of the tournament, and was
the beginning of the craziness
that ended with a legendary
win streak by the Connecticut
Huskies to win the National
Championship.
In these past three weeks,
college basketball fans have
witnessed some great moments
and changes, and of course
along with those moments go
some terribly unforgettable
moments as well. Thumbs
Down

Play-In Games.

©2006 Environmental Defense

They seemed ridiculous,
when it used to be two teams
playing to receive a 16 seed
and the right to go get beat up
by a one seed.
It’s clear that very few
people outside of fans of those
teams watched the play-in
games so the NCAA and their
money hungry selves just had

kees, but I would tell you to
look at the world of international soccer.
Soccer remains one of the
most widely played game in
the world. The games’ following leaves little for comparison.
Like any other sports there are
a lot of rivalries in the world
of soccer.
In my opinion the biggest
one has to be Barcelona vs
Real Madrid. In the Spanish
La Liga this is by far one of
the biggest games of the year.
The rivalry is called El Clasico
and it can trace its origins
before World War 2.
Barcelona is the capital of
the Catalan region in Spain.
During the dictatorship of
Francisco Franco, Barcelona
was frowned upon by the establishment as something that

to add play-in games for more
favorable seeds.
For some reason, they say
adding teams was supposed
to quiet the outrage of teams
left out of the tournament, yet
it seemed this year was worse
than ever. Why can’t we just
go back to 64 teams? If it’s not

Early
Tournament
Decisions.

Whether it was Syracuse’s
Scoop Jardine not going to
the backcourt for an inbound
pass, the referee admitting
the wrong call that crippled
Syracuse, Washington’s Venoy
Overton launching a premature half-court shot at the
end of the game, or North
Carolina’s John Henson touching that shot before it went out
of bounds to give Washington
one last breath, there was
no shortage of head scratchrounds.

degraded national unity. The
dictator went so far as to have
the president of Barcelona
killed for his political views.
During the same time Real
Madrid received support from
the government and therefore
was regarded by many in Barcelona as a club controlled by
the dictator, and its puppet.
Ever since then many
people have commented
that watching Barcelona and
Real Madrid is basically the
re-enactment of the Spanish
Civil War. Since both of its
supporters differ wildly in their
political and cultural views.
The rivalry has been very
bitter to say the least.
In one instance when Luis
Figo, a soccer player, left Barcelona for Real Madrid, they
threw a decapitated pigs head

Pittsburgh and Butler second
round matchup.

The
Championship
Game.

For many fans, all that has
to be said is Butler. Sure, they
were horrendous, but did Connecticut look way more deserving of a title than Butler?
Connecticut shot just
under 35 percent from the
from behind the arc, and to
their eleven turnovers.
On the other hand, Butler
shot a dismal total of 18.8
percent, 27 percent from three,
57 percent from the free throw
assists.
Anyone who wasn’t already
sick before watching this game
sure had to be after watching
this display. Not to take anything away from either team’s
amazing run, but seriously,

second call that essentially lost
them their second round game
against Arizona, and the baf-

cross fingers
fight global warming.com

say that people on one side of
the fence loathe the other.
little known outside of South
America is the rivalry between
the two Argentinean clubs
Boca Juniors and River plate.
This is one of the most
heated soccer rivalries of all
times with spectators openly
after the game. They often get
their games.
The supporters take their
football very seriously with
majority of them singing and
chanting throughout the game.
There are vibrations in the
entire stadium from the simultaneous jumping of people in
the crowd.

The Final Four.

Sure, the championship
game could have been better,
and there could have been
some better play in the nation-

The games themselves are
known as Superclasico and the
in 1913. The rivalry also has
a lot of effect on the players
where when they transfer over
from one club to the other.
Many players have refused to
play for the other club stating
that they would stay loyal to
their fans.
There are many more soccer rivalries such as Liverpool
Milan vs. Inter Milan.
In all sports there are some
sort of rivalry, there is the
very famous rivalry between
Russia and America at the
height of the cold war. They
all help gain notoriety for their
respective teams, and through
that help them gain not only
recognition but also attract

Connecticut,
Butler, and
Virginia
Commonwealth.

they still not entertaining?
None of the games could
be considered blowouts at
least.

Connecticut was just a
middle of the pack team in the

games weren’t decided until
the last minutes of the game.

in the roughest conference in
college basketball to win the
conference tournament, and
they followed it up by winning

ness.
Connecticut, Kentucky,
Butler, and Virginia Commonwealth were spoiling brackets
everywhere.
No number one or number
two seeds making the Final
tion of the madness that has
been coined in this tournament.
It’s the only post-season
tournament in sports where
the 30th ranked team can play
the 44th ranked team for a
chance to get to the championship game and is why March is
so special.

Out of nowhere, they

National Championship.
Nobody saw Butler running up to another championship game.
some differences than doing it
as an eight seed.
Losing star Gordon
252080A02
Hayward combined with
midseason losses to WisconsinMilwaukee, Wright State,
Valparaiso, and Youngstown
State, this year’s team was
nothing like last year’s.
Finally, there is Virginia
Commonwealth, who ordered
burgers and watched Cartoon
Network instead of the selection show because they were so

supporters.
If some of you are looking to start watching soccer, I
would tell anyone to take one
of these rivalries to heart and
start watching. There is a lot of
history behind them some of
them are because of political
disagreement.
Other disagreements stem
more from the fact that the
another. In recent times there
is some realization that these
clubs have prospered because
these rivalries and there is
more mutual respect for one
another. However they don’t
seem like they are going to die
down anytime soon.

certain they weren’t going to
make the tournament.
All over ESPN there were
analysts ridiculing the selection
committee for letting them into
the tournament.
What happened? They
make the Final Four.

The New
Television
Package.

This was the best possible
change to the tournament that
the NCAA could’ve done. Giving the fan the option of which
game they want to watch,
should’ve been changed years
ago before it was up to Greg
Gumbel, giving live look-ins
of other games or jumping
fans around from arena to
arena when the feature game
18 minutes to go in the game.
Offering games on CBS, TBS,
TNT, and truTV, so fans can
go back and forth at will, is
the best change that has been
made to the tournament since

The “I’ll Just Have One More” Martini
3 oz. gin or vodka
1/2 oz. dry vermouth
3 olives
1 automobile
1 long day
1 diminishing attention span
1 too many
Combine ingredients. Drink. Repeat.
Mix with sharp turn, telephone pole.

Never underestimate ‘just a few.’
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.
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SCSU
Sports
Schedule
April 10, 2011
Baseball vs. Winona
State
12:00 pm
April 10, 2011
Women’s Tennis vs.
Augustana College
10:00 am
April 10, 2011
Men’s Tennis vs.
Augustana College
1:00 pm
April 12, 2011
Baseball vs. Bemidji
State
1:30 pm
April 13, 2011
Softball vs. Upper Iowa
SF 2:00 pm
April 16, 2011
Baseball vs. Wayne
State College
1:00 pm
April 17, 2011
Baseball vs. Wayne
State College
12:00 pm

Sports & Fitness
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Softball
Continued from Page 16
The Marauders scored
six times in the bottom of the
third, taking the lead for the
rest of the game.
The Huskies made three
more hits in the game, but
were not able to score. The
ending score was 9-2 with a
win for the Marauders.
The second game for the
Huskies on Friday was eventful, with 11 runs and 15 hits.
ended with seven runs and
seven hits for the Huskies,
bringing the team to a large
lead over the Marauders.
Mary stayed close behind
The Huskies stayed on
their game, however, scoring
two more runs in the second
inning with a single by Maggie
Dunsmore, and a homerun
by Emily Edgerton, with the
score now being 9-5.
The game continued into
the bottom of the second, with
Mary scoring two runs with a
home run and a single.
No hits or runs came out
of the third inning for either
team as they advanced to the
fourth inning.
In this inning, the Marauders scored a hit and a run.
The Huskies did not score,
but had one hit, and left three
players on bases at the end of
the inning.
The Huskies scored in the
the eighth.
The Marauders scored

scored twice in the sixth and
eight.
The score at the end of
the eighth was 12-11, with a
last second win for the Marauders.
The Huskies traveled to
Aberdeen, South Dakota to
play Northern State University on Saturday, ending the
day with a win and a loss.
a loss for the Huskies of 12-4.
SCSU had 10 hits during
the game and nine different
players batting, seven of those
getting the ten hits.
SCSU did not score in

Chris Sais a Junior from California throws a ptich durring the game
Wednesday against Con-

inning. Ally Koski scored off
of a single.
After, Chris Saiz hit a
homerun with Jordyn Hubin
on third.
The rest of the game went
quickly, with Northern State
taking six runs in the third
inning.
The Huskies did not score

Olson and Dooley both
scored during this time. Hubin
hit a homerun, causing both
Hogan and Hubin to score.
Northern scored the one

then, Northern State was up
by seven.
for Northern in the last inning
with a double to left center.
The score at the end of
the game was 12-4.
The second game went
better for the Huskies with
four runs and 13 hits.
Northern scored once and
hit six times throughout the
game.
SCSU scored their runs in

Butts, guts
Continued from Page 16
ball. The body bar came
into effect here as well, as the
class lifted while keeping their
butts lifted.
In place lunges came next,
as the body bar was used to
keep the bodies in place going

down and up. This particular
work out was hard coming
after the butt lifts.
By 5:35 p.m. I was tired
and wearing out quickly as
the instructor and many of
the others taking the class

BIgyA prADHAN/STAFF pHOTOgrApHEr

and then stole third.
Dooley singled then stole
second, after this, Hogan

leaving the rest of the game to
go rather quickly.
For the rest of the game,
the Huskies had at least one
hit every inning.
Northern often struck out
It was not until the seventh inning that they hit twice,
leaving two batters on base.
The Huskies will return to
Selke Field on Tuesday, April
12, for a postponed game
against Winona.
Wednesday, the Huskies
will play once again at Selke
Field against Upper Iowa

carried on.
leg work with the band.
With everyone in table top
position, the band was put
around the foot and brought
up with the other end in the
hand on the same side.
along side of the body, working the hips, then came back
to stretch behind the body
and then was lifted up above
the body, still in table top
position.

BIgyA prADHAN/STAFF pHOTOgrApHEr

Kelly Olson hitting the ball against Concordia.
University.
They will be on the road
April 16 and 17 to play

against Augustana College
and Wayne State.

This was done on both
legs, and by the end I had

class to take. Also, if shaping
up the glutes is what is what
you want, this would also be a
good class.
It is upbeat and moves
fast. It is very different from
pilates or yoga, or slower
classes like that.
If a person is looking for
more leg work, or an upbeat
workout, this may also be the
class for that person.

ish the last set.
The class quickly ended
and everyone cleaned up their
equipment, putting it away
in the middle room between
studios.
The end result for me was
a few days of soreness in the
biceps femoris.
If there is not a lot of
muscle in the posterior thigh
area, this would be a good
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Baseball
Continued from Page 16

The third inning included
Winona state scoring a run.
Husky players Patrick Imholte
singled, and Hansen doubled,
but was out by First Baseman
of the Warriors.
The Huskies did not score
a run until the [next?] inning.
After two outs by Hansen
and Cariveau, Smith hit a

homerun. The game ended

biggest loss of the weekend
for the Huskies.
Saturday’s games against
Winona went by fast. The

Sports & Fitness
The difference being that
SCSU won one, and lost one.
a hit for Winona and SCSU.
Both ended the inning with
a player on base. The second
with one hit for Winona and
a player left on base. The
Huskies has two hits and also
had a player left on base.
Top of the third, Winona’s
The Huskies scored twice
when Hansen singled, and
Smith hit a homerun.

No more runs were made
for the rest of the game, as
each team hit a few more
times before the end of the
seventh inning. The score
Huskies at home.
weekend began much like the
were no runs until the top
of the third inning. Winona
scored twice with two hits.
The Huskies had two hits
in the third inning as well, but

Monday, April 11, 2011
the two players were left on
base.
For the remainder of the
game, only a few more players
hit the ball.
weekend ended at the bottom
of the ninth with Kent Koch
out at second, and Hansen
out from a ground ball to
short stop.
The Huskies will be home
this week, playing against
Bemidji on Tuesday. Friday
and Saturday, they will take
on Wayne State at home.

Health note

Monday, April 11

Rays vs. Red Sox
7:10pm

Continued from Page 16
avoid it? Several factors
are involved. The most in
tivity level, food choice, food
choice, alcohol consump
tion, stress, and amount of

sleep. Changes in any of the
previously mentioned factors
from high school to the fresh
man year of college can lead
to the phenomenon known as
the “freshman 15.”
Activity Level: High
school sports and gym class
used to keep students active.
Now any exercise they partake
in is up to them. Because
sports used to involve practice
physical activity levels once
they come to college. This
decrease in activity levels can
lead to excess weight gain.
Food choice: When liv
ing at home, meals used to be
prepared by parents and were
often served at regular time.
Once in college, students are
tion, quantity, and meal times.
With an abundance of attrac
tive, unhealthy foods available
buffet style setting, it’s easy for
freshman to begin consuming
can lead to excess weight gain.
Alcohol consumption:
Chances are that alcohol
consumption during high
school years was limited, if
not completely avoided. But
now at college, immense
pressures from peers and the
freshmen to start drinking.

Because a single can of beer
can have over 100 calories in
it, consumption of alcoholic
beverages can add excess calo
ries that can lead to weight
gain.
Stress: When students

Tuesday, April 12

Royals vs.Twins
8:10pm

Wednesday, April
13

themselves in an environ
ment that involves a ton of
comes new responsibilities.
As a freshman you have to
deal with roommates, tougher
bilities, jobs, etc. All of these
responsibilities can contribute
large amounts of stress, which
in turn can decrease energy
levels and increase appetite.
Unmanaged stress can lead
to excess weight gain, among
other problems.
Sleep: Lack of curfews,
new distractions, and added
responsibilities of being a
college student can lead to
freshman not allotting enough
time for sleep. Lack of sleep
can lead to decreased energy
excess weight gain.
It’s important to remem
ber that the “freshman 15” is
reversible should any weight
gain occur.
Dennis Madden:
As a registered dietitian
working on a college campus, I
hear the topic of the “fresh
men 15” come up often. It
doesn’t take an expert to deny
that it is only a myth, and
while every incoming student
does not automatically gain
weight, it certainly affects

MLB
sports
schedule

Royals vs. Twins
1:10pm
MARK PHODeS/STAFF PHOTOgRAPHeR

The desert in Garvey Commons is notorious for being delicious, especially the
cookies. Though Garvey is supplying these foods, it is up to the student to say
no to it and have some self control.
enough students to keep this a
hot nutrition topic.
Although you can attribute
this weight gain to many fac
tors at the microscopic level
such as alcohol, stress, cafeteria
faire, and decreased activity,
you can basically sum it up as
A typical student is com
ing from a more controlled
environment living at home
and eating around a relatively
regular scheduled time in
freedom.
Are your parents at home
eating grilled chicken and
salad for dinner tonight? It
doesn’t matter, you can have
french fries, enchiladas and
soft serve for dinner if you
choose. Combine this free
dom with altered and stressful
lifestyle changes and it really
student can accumulate a
semester.
What I really encourage

people to think about is the
long term effects of this initial
weight gain. I’m sure most will
agree that it is much easier to
put the weight on than it is to
take it back off. In an age of
diet pills and plans that can be
as short as a single weekend
people don’t like to hear that
you should expect to take as
much time to lose the weight
as you did to put it on. This
process can be accelerated
with exercise and a good plan
but at a cost of great will
power and decisive lifestyle
changes.
An additional factor that
makes slight weight gain more
only may have a little to lose.
For example someone who
is 150 pounds overweight
could drop 10 pounds in a
week or two while it may take
a lot more effort to lose that
10 if you are only 15 pounds
overweight.
Despite this simple truth
we as a population always

few pounds. If you need an
example of this point drop by
out in town) a week or two
before spring break. Suddenly
you have to wait in line for any
piece of equipment and atten
dance is likely rivaled only by
Year’s resolutions are made.
So what can be done?
Your best bet is to try and stay
at a healthy weight year round.
Staying at a healthy weight is
part is the will power. It all re
ally comes down to the simple
decisions you make every day.
You want soft serve for dessert?
Then maybe skip the fries.
Stay active, you don’t have to
become a marathon runner,
enjoy enough to do with some
regularity. Above all remem
ber that it comes down to the
choices we make daily, weekly,
and over the year that result in
our health status.

Wednesday, April
13
Orioles vs. Yankees
7:05pm
Thursday, April
14
Twins vs. Rays
6:40pm
Thursday, April
14
Phillies vs Nationals
7:05pm

Friday, April 15
Twins vs. Rays
7:10pm

Friday, April 15
Cubs vs. Rockies
8:40pm
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Secondhand smoke contains at least 250 known
toxic chemicals.

SCSU TOBACCO

awareness
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Softball has tough week
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Melanie Ovel
sports & Fitness editor

Denard Span is not a small name on
the Twin’s roster but he has only been
playing with the Twins since 2010.

Freshman Casey Hiers tags Concordia player at Second base on Wednesday at Selke Field.

Denard
Span,
smart
addition
Nick Longworth
staFF Writer

Sophomore Kelly Olson tags Concordia player .
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A Burger and fried from Garvey Commons is not the
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